SLANG PICTURE DICTIONARY CRITERIA

- Write five slang words and/or phrases. DUE MARCH 16
  - Include:
    - Word/phrase.
    - Part of speech label.
    - Definition.
    - Sentence demonstrating use of word/phrase.

- 2 rough layouts completed. DUE MARCH 31
  - 2 different words/phrases.
  - 1 rough layout for each word/phrase.
  - Include:
    - Word/phrase.
    - Part of speech label.
    - Definition.
    - Sentence demonstrating use of word/phrase.
    - Original hand drawn illustration
  - Original solution
  - 8.5” x 11” page
  - 300 PPI resolution
  - All pre-existing artwork must be significantly modified
  - Apply Photoshop tools, filters to type and images
  - Full color
  - All files placed in folder labeled “Your Name Slang” on desktop

- Final design. DUE APRIL 21
  - All revisions completed.
  - Original solution.
  - One finished layout for each word.
  - Clear center of interest.
  - Text clear, legible.
  - Photoshop used with skill.
    - Selections.
    - Layers.
    - Masks.
  - Saved to desktop as TIFF and JPEG files.
  - Files place in folder labeled “YOUR NAME SLANG.”

- Oral presentation. DUE APRIL 22-24

- Self-assessment completed. DUE APRIL 22